Activity Trail - HABITATS

The place where an animal lives in the wild is called it’s HABITAT

1. **Asian elephants**
   
   Asian elephants live in a: **F_R_ST habitat**  
   (CLUE: also known as the jungle)
   
   **Circle the words that describe this habitat:**
   - Hot
   - Cold
   - Humid
   - Rainy
   - Sunny
   - Icy

2. **African hunting dogs**
   
   African hunting dogs live in a: **S_V_NN_ habitat**
   
   **Circle the words that describe this habitat:**
   - Hot
   - Cold
   - Dry
   - Rainy
   - Sunny
   - Icy

3. **African black footed penguins**
   
   Penguins live in an: **OC__N habitat**
   
   **Circle the words that describe this habitat:**
   - Wet
   - Cold
   - Dry
   - Hot
   - Salty

---

Look at the signs around the elephants and fill in the blanks:

1. An elephant uses it’s ________ to smell, snorkel, trumpet and pick things up.
2. Elephants have very good ________ which help them remember where watering holes are.
3. Elephants are threatened by poaching and the loss of their ____________.

Match the feature to how it helps the dogs:

- Large ears: To spot each other easily
- White tail tip: The blend into the background
- Patchy coloured fur: To listen for prey and hear where the pack is

Draw a habitat for our penguin: